
Kyerim phase of Guru Drakpo Kilaya's meditation 
The divinities that dot his body. 

(From the meditation manual composed by Kunzik Tcheunang, 8th Gyalwang Drukpa) 
 
Front: yellow Yamantaka 
To the throat: Hayagriva red 
Chest: Blue Vajrapani 
Gender: Black Yaksha 
At the navel: Vajravahari (precision of the 8th Gyalwang Drukpa Kunzik Tcheunang author of the meditation 
         manual but not cited by the 4th Gyalwang Drukpa Péma Karpo author of the  
         meditation text). 
 
The five dried skulls: in appearance of the skulls but in essence they are the five primordial wisdoms 
 
Inside the skulls, on a set composed of a lotus on which rest a solar disk and a lunar disk above, remain in 
union: 

• Skull in the center: in essence these are Vairocana and its consort Dhatvisshvari (purity of the space 
element) but which appear under the aspect of Teutrèng Tsèl (secret name of Padmasambhava) of 
the Buddha family (the comment does not specify the color ) in union with his consort Yéshé Tsogyèl. 

• Skull on his right: in essence they are Aksobhya and his consort Mamaki (purity of the water element) 
but who appear under the aspect of Teutrèng Tsèl (secret name of Padmasanbhava) and the Vajra 
family (shiny dark blue) in union with his consort Mandarava. 

• Skull on the far right: in essence these are Ratnasambhava and his consort Buddha Lochana (purity 
of the earth element) but who appear under the aspect of Teutrèng Tsèl (secret name of 
Padmasanbhava) of the Ratna family (young) in union with his consort Shakyadevi. 

• Skull on the left (of the one in the center): in essence they are Amitabha and his consort Pandaravasini 
(purity of the fire element) but which appear under the Teutrèng Tsèl aspect (secret name of 
Padmasanbhava) of the Péma family (red) in union with his consort Kalasiddhi. 

• Skull on the far left: in essence these are Amoghasiddhi and his consort Samayatara (purity of the air 
element) but who appear under the aspect of Teutrèng Tsèl (secret name of Padmasanbhava) of the 
Karma family (green) in union with his consort Tashi Jyidrèn. 

 
In a cavity at the top of his head: Chakravartin 
Within the pupil of the right eye: Trailokavijaya the Terrible 
Within the pupil of the left eye: Yamantaka 
Within the right nasal passage: Hayagriva 
Within the left nasal passage: Vighnantaka 
Within the right ear canal: Niladanda 
Within the left ear canal: Achala 
 
At the base of the language: Takkiraja 
Within the umbilical cavity: Mahakala the Terrible 
At the tip of the pourba (kilaya) that makes up the lower part of his body: Sumbha 


